
Let's explore....

Lots of artists like to use windows in their art. Windows help artists to FRAME their subject 

(choosing the important parts to help the viewer focus on them). Windows are often SYMBOLS (they represent

or make us think about something else – usually a big idea). A window can be a SYMBOL of hope, change, or

freedom. It might make us think about new beginnings, escaping, or being trapped inside and longing for

something else. Windows also help to freeze a moment in time. They help us think about the idea of 'inside'

and 'outside' - not just inside and outside the window, but also inside and outside our own heads 

and thoughts. Windows can show us different PERSPECTIVES (different ways of looking or thinking)

When YOU make art, it is like opening a window! You help people looking at your art to see into another world!.

 

PORTRAITS (pictures of people) with windows in the background became very popular during the 15th and

16th centuries. Mixing windows and people helped artists to think about the links between people and nature.

 

Some artists even turn windows themselves into artwork! The artist Marc Chagall made lots of 

coloured glass windows in churches, cathedrals and buildings around the world.

Windows in Art

Thought stop

Next steps...
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Have a look at some other famous window artworks using Google image search. 

Follow in Boulton's footsteps with your own paper relief art! (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcqqa4frCc0) 

Write a story, or draw a cartoon, about an adventure which starts when you see something strange out of a

window, or when someone escapes through a window! Remember to make a plan first!

Listen to the poem ‘The Lady of Shalott’ by Alfred Lord Tennyson. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Wn_kX2Rb-W4) The Lady of Shalott is under a curse and is trapped inside a tower. She is only allowed to 

Look at windows by: Pierre Bonnard, Edward Hopper, Marc Chagall, Salvador Dali, Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso,

and Rene Magritte. Which do you like and dislike? Why? Have a go at copying your favourite.

look out of the window using a mirror! She gets very bored of this! Listen to find out what happens to her! 

 

    Read:                      For U12s – ‘Rooftoppers’ by Katherine Rundell – a girl climbs through her window 

                                                            to explore the rooftops of Paris on a nightly quest

         For U5s – ‘Through my Window’ by Tony Bradman – a little girl spends the day waiting at her window.....

 

    Watch:                                     'Inside Out' – a film about being inside and looking out! 

                                            It shows the different ways we look at things and experience them.

 

Which patterns can you see in these paintings? Which is your favourite painting and why?

How do you think the school children felt when they looked out of these windows?

How do you think Janet Boulton felt when she looked out of each window? How can you tell?

Why do you think windows are important? Why do prison cells not have windows? 

If you could make a wish and see any view out of your bedroom window, what would you choose to see? Why?

 

Janet Boulton was born in Swindon in 1936 and has spent a lot of her life living and working near here.

She used to be a teacher as well as an artist! She likes to paint nature and she loves gardening.

These painting are a SERIES (a group of similar paintings by the same artist) which show views through

windows. The first painting shows a view through a window at Commonweal School where Boulton was a

teacher, The second is a window and view from a cottage she lived in at Marlborough. The third shows a

view from a science classroom at Nova Hreod school. You can see the blinds on the window.

She likes to use watercolour paints and paper-relief (cutting out paper to make 3D patterns or objects).

1.  Choose a window in your house. What do you want people to think about when they look at your picture? If

you want them to feel free and happy, you could choose a window with a view of nature or the sky. If you want

them to think about feeling trapped or confused, you might choose a frosted bathroom window.

2.  Choose your MEDIUM (the materials you are going to use). Do you want to draw, paint, make a collage, or

take a photo? Experiment with cutting out a frame to put over the top of your picture. Try using cling film to

help make the window. You could use a pattern to cover the window like Boulton has done in her paintings..

3.  Get creating! You could draw or paint the view out of the window exactly as you see it, or you could create a

SURREALIST landscape (something strange and unusual). Perhaps you could add dinosaurs or aliens! Or maybe

the world outside the window is upside down?! (see our ‘Surrealism Art Burst’ for more SURREALIST fun!)

4.  Stick your creation in your own window for everyone to enjoy! Share it with us on social media!

Swindon Museum and Art Gallery 
Bath Road, Swindon, SN1 4BA

www.swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk

Try it at home!

Janet Boulton produced this series of window paintings in the 1960s and 70s.

 


